Heusler alloys have been a significant topic of research due to their unique electronic structure, which exhibits half-metallicity, and a wide variety of properties such as magneto-calorics, thermoelectrics, and magnetic shape memory effects. As the maturity of these materials grows and commercial applications become more near-term, the mechanical properties of these materials become an important factor to both their processing as well as their final use. Very few studies have experimentally investigated mechanical properties, but those that exist are reviewed within the context of their magnetic performance and application space with specific focus on elastic properties, hardness and strength, and fracture toughness and ductility. A significant portion of research in Heusler alloys are theoretical in nature and many attempt to provide a basic view of elastic properties and distinguish between expectations of ductile or brittle behavior. While the ease of generating data through atomistic methods provides an opportunity for wide reaching comparison of various conceptual alloys, the lack of experimental validation may be leading to incorrect conclusions regarding their mechanical behavior. The observed disconnect between the few available experimental results and the numerous modeling results highlights the need for more experimental work in this area.
Introduction
Heusler alloys were originally discovered in 1903 and garnered interest due to the observed ferromagnetism without the presence of magnetic elements [1] . Soon after, the observance of half-metallic behavior began to drive significant research to develop and understand the nature of the combined semi-conducting and magnetic behavior leading to numerous new Heusler alloys. The wide variety of properties and the potential for tailoring the magnetic properties to the desired need have led to over 1000 publications on Heusler alloys since 2015.
Four main structural categories of Heusler alloys can be defined. FullHeusler alloys (X 2 YZ) such as Ni 2 TiAl exhibit the L2 1 structure with Fm3m symmetry, which can be represented by four interpenetrating FCC lattices [1, 2] . The X and Y atoms are typically transition elements or lanthanides while the Z atom is from group III or IV. Heusler alloys exhibit Slater-Pauling behavior where the total magnetic moment is equal to the number of uncompensated electron spins [3] . Full-Heusler alloys exhibit such behavior where the total magnetic moment can typically be approximated with Eq. (1).
Where M t is the total magnetic moment, Z t is the total number of valence electrons, and 24 is two times the number of minority band electrons. Full-Heusler alloys generally exhibit strong ferromagnetism and high Curie temperatures [1] .
Half-Heusler alloys (XYZ) such as TiNiSn have the same structure as Full-Heusler alloys, except that the second sub-lattice occupied by the X atom is vacant, which results in C1 b structure and F43m symmetry [2, 4] . Half-Heusler alloys also exhibit Slater-Pauling behavior, but with a smaller number of fully occupied minority bands, usually nine (Eq. (2)). Half-Heusler alloys typically exhibit lower magnetic moments and Curie temperatures than Full-Heusler alloys [1] .
Inverse Heusler alloys follow the formula (X 2 YZ) such as Mn 2 CoAl with the second X atom moving to the third lattice and conforming to XA structure with F43m symmetry [2] . This structure is observed when the Y element has a larger valence than the X element. These materials still exhibit Slater-Pauling behavior, but do not have a consistent number of fully occupied minority bands, which leads to a variety of potential equations, some of which are shown in Eq. (3).
for X ¼ V; Sc; Ti Z t À 24 for X ¼ V; Cr; Mn Z t À 28 for X ¼ Cr; Mn and Y ¼ Cu; Zn
Due to the inversion of the position of the second X atom in the lattice, the Y atom beings to play a role in the Slater-Pauling behavior observed. Inverse Heusler alloys are of particular interest because of the high Curie temperatures and coherent growth on semiconductors [1] .
Finally, quaternary Heusler alloys (XX'YZ) such as CoFeMnSi fill all four sub-lattices with X and X', which are different transition group elements, and adhere to the same positions as the X atoms in the FullHeusler structure and have F43m symmetry [2] . In these systems the valence of X is higher than the valence of X' which is higher than the valance of Y. Quaternary Heusler alloys follow the same Slater-Pauling relationship as Full-Heusler alloys (Eq. (1)) [1] .
Knowledge of mechanical properties of these materials has not been a significant area of research due to a focus on magnetic and electrical properties and a lack of commercialization. In their experimental work on Half-Heusler alloys for thermoelectrics, Rogl, et al [5] and He, et al [6] identify the thermal and mechanical stresses generated during thermal cycling and environmental vibrations as a key gap in understanding that must be addressed prior to commercialization. Similar considerations must be given for Heusler alloys with other applications such as ferromagnetic rotors or solenoids, spintronics, magnetic cooling, and shape memory materials, though experimental work has yet to sufficiently advance to the understanding of mechanical properties in these materials.
Due to their potential as functional magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMA), there is some work on the mechanical performance of Heusler alloys relative to martensitic transformations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . While the martensitic transformation is mechanical in nature, the transformation strain values and failure strain values are indicative of transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) which will typically yield a change in magnetic properties. Since Heusler alloys are typically of interest for their unique band structures and magnetic performance, such a change in magnetic properties is often undesirable, making the TRIP mechanical properties measured on Heusler alloys less relevant in this discussion. It should be noted that this high level of ductility may offer some pathways to larger scale manufacturing; a distinct heat treatment could be used for processing to form a martensitic phase, and another heat treatment could be used for functionalization to form the desired Heusler structure.
There are also several works that reference mechanical properties which involve non-stoichiometric Heusler alloys. These works include modeling predictions of elastic properties as the chemistry moves from one stable alloy to another [14, 15, 16] , as well as doping for improvement in giant magnetocaloric effect [17] , thermoelectrics [5, 6] , and magnetic shape memory alloys [7, 9, 18] .
This review intends to identify existing experimental and theoretical work on the mechanical properties of Heusler alloys in the context of their magnetic properties and alloy type. Magnetic properties will be discussed in the context of magnetic moment to maintain a connection to the key functional properties of these materials. While minimal experimental work has been done, conclusions are often drawn based on theoretical predictions of elastic properties. An in depth discussion of these results, as well as the validity of these methods, is included.
Main text

Elastic properties
The most reported elastic property for Heusler alloys is Young's modulus. The experimental methods that have been used to evaluate the Young's modulus cover a wide range of techniques such as nanoindentation (NI) and resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) [5, 6] . Rogl, et. al. [5] completed experimental work measuring the elastic properties of Half-Heusler alloys. There is a wide range of Young's modulus values , as can be seen in Fig. 1 . Young's modulus experimental measurements are compared to available atomistic predictions as calculated at zero Kelvin ambient temperature and zero Pascals ambient pressure [5, 6, 19, 20] in Fig. 1 . The available atomistic predictions for comparison to experimental Young's modulus are for TiNiSn [19] and ZrNiSn [20] . TiNiSn is over-predicted by 50 GPa and ZrNiSn is under predicted by 7 GPa. It is interesting to note that all experimental results were generated at room temperature, thus a matching value generated by simulations which assume zero Kelvin may not be produce a good prediction.
He, et. al. [6] [5] and the Young's modulus measurements closely match (within 2 GPa), which indicates minimal impact of doping on the stiffness of the material.
Bulk modulus of Heusler alloys were also reported by Rogl, et. al. [5] (Fig. 2 ). Values span a smaller range, though this is likely due to the small number of measurements. Again, the value for TiNiSn is over-predicted by 20 GPa and the value for ZrNiSn is under-predicted by 8 GPa with atomistic modeling.
The elastic properties of Heusler alloys have been heavily investigated as part of atomistic modeling studies due to the use of stiffness tensor coefficients in identifying the stability of any particular crystal structure. Specifically for cubic crystals, the only non-zero stiffness coefficients are c 11 , c 12 , and c 44 and the stability requirements are shown in Eqs. (4), (5), (6) , and (7) [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] .
The modeling of stiffness of a crystal structure is well established using density functional theory (DFT) and once stability is determined, an approximation of bulk modulus (Eq. (8)) [3, 7, 14, 18, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 44, 45, 47] and the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation of shear modulus (Eqs. (9) , (10) , and (11)) [3, 4, 7, 14, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 35, 37, 39, 41, 42, 44, 47, 48, 49] can be applied. It is worth noting that DFT calculations are typically performed at zero Pascals and zero Kelvin.
Where B is the bulk modulus, G v is the Voigt shear modulus, G r is the Reuss shear modulus, and G is the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation for shear modulus. Collected values for predictions of shear modulus can be seen in Fig. 3 . Half-Heusler alloys tend to have only low magnetic moments and lower modulus values while quaternary, full and inverse materials cover the entire range of magnetic moments and tend to have higher modulus values. Young's modulus (Fig. 4) and Bulk modulus (Fig. 5) show similar trends with respect to magnetic moment, with Half-
Heusler alloys having particularly low bulk modulus values, the only extremely low values occur in Half-Heusler alloys. Several publications specifically seek to address the effects of increased pressure or temperature on the properties of Heusler alloys. Overall, these publications use DFT and predict an increase in each stiffness coefficient as pressure increases and a decrease in elastic moduli with increasing temperature. Wen, et. al. [48] demonstrates increasing stiffness tensor coefficients, and thus increasing elastic moduli for Ni 2 ScAl, Ni 2 TiAl, and Ni 2 VAl. As can be seen for Ni 2 ScAl (Fig. 6 ), pressure has the largest effect on c 11 , followed by c 12 and c 44 . This increases elastic moduli, with bulk and Young's modulus increasing a larger amount with increased pressure than shear modulus (Fig. 7) . Wen, et. al. [48] also investigated the effect of increasing temperature on the elastic moduli and reports decreasing stiffness as a function of increasing temperature over approximately 100K.
Figs. 8 and 9 compile all the available information on the effects of ambient pressure on the elastic moduli of Heusler alloys by comparing the rate of increase for each value [22, 26, 31, 48, 60, 65] . It is worthy to note that all values reported are for Full-Heusler alloys except for one Half-Heusler alloy. As was evident for Ni 2 ScAl, all other materials show increasing tensor coefficients and increasing elastic properties with increasing pressure. The relative rates of increase also hold for all reported values; c 11 increases faster than c 12 which increases faster than c 44 , and bulk modulus and Young's modulus increase faster than shear modulus. Though experimental data is limited, the high numbers of reported simulation values allow for some comparisons to be made between the elastic properties of Heusler alloys and ceramics or metals ( 
Hardness & strength
Experimental scope for the hardness of Heusler alloys is extremely limited. Rogl, et. al [5] , and He, et. al [6] , both report values for hardness using Vicker's hardness (HV) or nano-hardness (NI) (Fig. 11) . In order to allow for comparison of values from the two methods, Rogl, et. al. [5] leverages the linear conversion shown in Eq. (12) .
In Eq. (12), H is the hardness in GPa, HV is the Vicker's hardness, and 0.0108 is the conversion factor. Rogl et. al. [5] also investigated the stability of nanohardness measurement results as a function of indent load. They observed that for loads greater than 20 mN, the variance of the results stabilizes at around 2 GPa. The DFT calculated values for TiNiSn and ZrNiSn overestimate the hardness of the material by 4.7 and 2.3 GPa respectively. This is in contrast to the predictions for elastic properties discussed above where TiNiSn was over-predicted and ZrNiSn was slightly under-predicted. This indicates that Yousef's approximation may be over-predicting hardness values. The value reported by He, et. al. [6] for hardness of the doped (Hf/Zr)NiSn (9.1 GPa) is in close agreement with the value reported by Rogl, et al. [5] for ZrNiSn (10.2 GPa) (Fig. 11) .
Very little information is present discussing the strength of Heusler alloys and there is no available method for predicting the strength of these materials from the simulation data available. Musabirov, et. al. [17] performed compression testing on off-stoichiometric Ni 2 MnIn at elevated temperatures. At 773 K, the material reached a peak stress of approximately 475 MPa, while at 973 K, the peak stress was reduced below 200 MPa. This reduction in flow stress may provide some insight into methods for processing Heusler alloys, but further work is needed to ensure that the material does not retain significant amounts of damage after processing, which could impact magnetic performance.
Yang, et. al. [18] used an atomistic modeling method where a unidirectional strain was imposed to a single crystal. Perpendicular strain was then allowed to relax until stress was below 0.1 GPa. Finally, stress was calculated as a function of the applied strain and Young's modulus. The stress values for this analysis ranged from 0 to 11 GPa, which indicates that they may be representative of the theoretical strength of the material strength (E/10 ¼ 19.2 GPa), but not actual yield or failure strength values. This is likely the case due to inability of the model to generate dislocations in the crystal structure. The simulation method does identify a phase transformation after reaching approximately 4 GPa through both a decrease in stress as well as a change in magnetic properties.
There are a number of examples of compression testing for evaluation of the martensitic transformations of Heusler alloys. Maziarz, et al [10] evaluated off-stoichiometric NiMnSn with indium additions manufactured as melt spun ribbons with martensitic structure. They observed that as they added indium dopant, a reduction in peak stress was observed during compression from~2200 MPa to less than 500 MPa. It is unclear what percentage of this strength reduction was due to the observed increase in porosity with indium additions. Jiang, et al [9] also evaluated the martensitic transformation and mechanical properties in compression of several materials and identified failure stresses in excess of 2200 MPa. Hsu, et al [11] investigated the effect of aluminum additions to NiTiHf Half-Heusler alloys and observed an increase in the strength as a function of the aluminum content up to~1500 MPa at 3% strain. Additionally, they observed a martensitic transformation during the room temperature compression test above 3% aluminum addition. Huang, et al [12] also evaluated the peak compressive strength of a fully martensitic structure at approximately 800 MPa.
Elastic property modeling with DFT can be further extended, through Yousef's approximation (Eq. (13)) [5] to provide an indication of hardness (Fig. 12) . 
In Eq. (13) (14)), (15) .
In Eq. (14), H is the hardness in GPa and E is Young's modulus. This proposed relationship is shown in Fig. 13 compared to the collected simulation and experimental data. Overall, the fit to experimental data as well as simulation results is fairly good. Approximately 50% of the predicted hardness values, and three of six experimental values fall within the 80% confidence interval. Of the remaining values, nearly all predictions lie above the proposed fit, as well as all three remaining experimental values. The proposed model by Rogl, et al [5] provides a decent approximation of hardness given only the Young's modulus of the material, though it might be argued that Yousef's approximation may provide a better generalized agreement between simulation and experimental data by incorporating Poisson's ratio. However, when compared to experimental data seen above, Yousef's approximation appears to overestimate hardness. Not enough experimental data exists to draw a solid conclusion as to which approximation is better, or if either is valid.
Applying Yousef's approximation to the simulation results for elastic properties of Heusler alloys enables some analysis of the expected trends for hardness as a function of pressure. As might be expected by the increasing elastic properties, hardness increases as pressure increases (Fig. 14) . Most results appear to follow a linear trend, but Mn 2 CoAl and CoCrBi both show more polynomial trends. Mn2CoAl peaks in hardness around 20 GPa, but there is no data beyond 25 GPa. CoCrBi also peaks at 20 GPa, though data up to 50 GPa shows a continuing decrease in hardness past the peak. More data, especially experimental data, is needed to adequately understand the relationship between hardness and pressure. There are significant gaps in knowledge of the hardness and strength of Heusler alloys. While the hardness of some of these materials has been measured, experimental values are limited to only a few Half-Heusler alloys. Atomistic modeling results appear to be sufficient to give an indication of hardness value trends, though they assume that Yousef's approximation is applicable to all Heusler alloy classes. As can be seen in Fig. 15 , the predicted hardness of Heusler alloys range from 1 GPa, in the middle of hardness values for metals, to over 30 GPa, well into the range of hardness values for ceramics. Half-Heusler alloys also appear to have higher hardness with lower Young's modulus values. It is not clear from the available data, but it appears possible that the potential overprediction of hardness by Yousef's approximation may be exclusive to Half-Heusler alloys, though there is no hardness data for any other Heusler alloy class. DFT results also indicate, as expected, that as pressure is increased, hardness increases, but a precise knowledge of this trend and its limit has not yet been determined.
There is not enough information to make a good judgement regarding the range of expected room temperature strength for Heusler alloys, but based on elevated temperature tests exhibiting peak values up to 475 MPa, room temperature strength can be expected to be higher. This indicates that values are likely to remain within the range occupied by engineering metals and ceramics. Experimental and simulation work on martensitic transformations indicate that high peak stress values can be achieved, but it is unclear if these values are solely due to the martensitic transformation or if magnetic properties can be maintained up to these stress values.
Fracture toughness, malleability & ductility
The preference of a material to deform rather than fracture can be evaluated in several ways such as fracture toughness, ductility, or malleability. The fracture toughness of a material is specifically the threshold required for a crack of specific size within a material to propagate. The only measurements of fracture toughness in Heusler alloys were performed by Rogl, et. al [5] leveraging a method for approximating fracture toughness from Vickers hardness results (Eqs. (14) , (15) .
In Eq. (15), E is Young's modulus, HV is Vickers hardness, F is the indentation load (1 N [5] ), c is the radial crack length from the center of (15)), can also be calculated from the experimental data provided by Rogl, et al [5] .
In Eq. (16), G is the shear modulus and B is the bulk modulus. This allows for a comparison of the fracture toughness values reported above with the predicted malleability. In the case of TiNiSn, fracture toughness values are reported as 1.86, a relatively low number, and Pugh's criteria is 1.85, a number sufficient for malleability. ZrNiSn has a higher fracture toughness of 2.1, but a lower Pugh's ratio of 1.65, with both values indicating brittle behavior. And finally, HfNiSn has a fracture toughness of 2.17, the highest value calculated, but has the lowest Pugh's ratio with a value of 1.47. These discrepancies between low values for fracture toughness and Pugh's ratio values that indicate malleability highlight a potentially major flaw in the use of Pugh's ratio when applied to crack formation and fracture in intermetallics.
Some testing of strain to failure in compression has been completed, though most of it is in the context of martensitic transformations in MSMAs. Compression testing by Musabirov, et. al. [17] exhibited deformation of up to approximately 1.5 true strain at 773 K, with significant pores and cracking present in the deformed structure. At 873 K, the material only exhibits a small amount of cracking, but shows significant amounts of dynamic recrystallization of up to 1.8 true strain. These values give an indication of malleability at elevated temperature and room temperature properties can be expected to be significantly lower. Maziarz, et al [10] observed strain to failure in compression from 1% to 5% for martensitic material. They observed a significant reduction in strain to failure with increasing amounts of indium, but the cause of this was attributed to increased porosity. Jiang, et al [9] identified strains to failure of 17-20% in martensitic material, though they suggest that the high values should only be treated as qualitative values due to machine compliance. Huang, et al [12] evaluated strains to failure of material exhibiting martensitic transformations of up to 5%. Fig. 11 . Hardness experimental measurements compared to available atomistic predictions as calculated at zero Kelvin ambient temperature and zero Pascals ambient pressure [5, 6, 19, 20] . [5] are included along with the predicted linear relationship and an 80% confidence interval.
Fig. 14. Hardness (predicted through Yousef's approximation) as a function of ambient pressure [22, 26, 31, 48, 60, 65] . The only direct modeling of fracture toughness, ductility, or malleability was performed by Yang, et. al. [18] through atomistic modeling of a single crystal tensile test. This analysis is applied to Ni 2 MnAl up to 2Å of deformation, which, on a 5.7888Å lattice, amounts to nearly 35% engineering strain. This model neglected any formation of dislocations or any indicator of damage or fracture, and therefore is not valuable for the evaluation of damage resistance, but it does provide insight into strain based phase transformations.
There are a variety of other methods which attempt to leverage elastic properties of materials to make a prediction about the ductility of a material. This first method is referred to as Cauchy pressure (Eq. (17)) [3, 4, 7, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 44, 47] .
In Eq. (17), C p is the Cauchy pressure and c 12 and c 44 are the appropriate stiffness tensor coefficients. The critical value for determining ductile versus brittle behavior is zero, with positive values exhibiting ductile behavior. Fig. 16 shows the Cauchy pressure calculated from available simulation results. No major trends appear as a function of Heusler type, though only 25 of 173 alloys are expected to exhibit brittle behavior and a majority of those are found at lower magnetic moments. Several alloys have values higher than those for pure copper, which, if a correct prediction, would indicate significant ductility.
Another metric which is proposed to provide an indication of ductile versus brittle behavior is Poisson's ratio. By leveraging the simulation predictions for bulk modulus and shear modulus, Poisson's ratio can be calculated (Eq. (18)).
In Eq. (18), B is the bulk modulus and G is the shear modulus. There are two commonly reported thresholds for ductile behavior: values exceeding 0.26 [23, 24, 41, 44, 47, 92] and values exceeding 0.33 [3, 7, 31, 39, 42] . Using 0.26 as the criteria yields 146 materials with ductile behavior, nearly the same number as observed with Cauchy pressure (Fig. 17) . It is also apparent that the majority of low Poisson's ratio values are found at low magnetic moment. When using 0.33, that number reduces to 87.
The final and most common method for predicting ductile versus brittle behavior from elastic properties is Pugh's criteria (Eq. (16)) [93] . Fig. 16 . Cauchy pressure values organized by magnetic moment (calculated from the Slater-Pauling rule) for stable Heusler alloys predicted using quantum mechanics simulations [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91] . Cauchy pressure for Cu is presented as a reference point for ductile behavior [7] . Fig. 17 . Poisson's ratio values organized by magnetic moment (calculated from the Slater-Pauling rule) for stable Heusler alloys predicted using quantum mechanics simulations [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91] . Fig. 18 . Pugh's criteria values organized by magnetic moment (calculated from the Slater-Pauling rule) for stable Heusler alloys predicted using quantum mechanics simulations [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91 ]. Pugh's criteria for pure Cu is presented as a reference point for ductile behavior [7] . [94] ) for stable Heusler alloys predicted using quantum mechanics simulations [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91 ]. Pugh's criteria for Cu is presented as a reference point for ductile behavior [7] . [3, 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91] . Cauchy pressure and Pugh's criteria for Cu is presented as a reference point for ductile behavior [7] .
It is important to note that Pugh [93] specifically identifies that this relationship is not indented to predict ductility, but rather malleability. The common criteria above which ductile behavior is predicted is 1.75 [3, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 39, 42, 44, 47, 49] . Fig. 18 shows calculated values for Pugh's criteria from DFT simulations organized by magnetic moment. It can be seen that 143 of the materials are predicted to have ductile behavior and 25 are predicted to be more malleable than pure copper.
Abid, et. al. [37] proposed a relationship between Pugh's ratio and electronegativity of the second or Y atom. Fig. 19 shows the proposed relationship among the collected data for Pugh's criteria. It can be seen for the data collected by Abid, et. al. [37] for Half-Heusler alloys NbFeSb, NbRuSb, and NbOsSb that a trend may be present, but the remaining data does not support the existence of a trend.
Maziarz, et. al. [10] , and Roy, et. al. [7] both discuss a proportional relationship between Cauchy pressure and Pugh's criteria. It can be seen in Fig. 20 that some relationship does exist, though a specific relationship has not been identified. The Cauchy pressure appears to reach a limit around 100 GPa while Pugh's criteria continues to increase, creating a deviation from linearity. There is also a clear inflection point in the data near the convergence of the two criteria indicating that both are indeed representing the same phenomenon.
Similar to elastic properties and hardness discussed above, Pugh's criteria increases as ambient pressure increases (Fig. 21 ). This effect is observed because of the higher rate of increase for bulk modulus compared to shear modulus, which is in turn driven by the more significant impact of pressure on c 11 and c 12 than c 44 . It can also be seen that materials with a higher Pugh criteria at zero Pascals tend to increase at a slightly rate with increasing pressure with the exception of the one HalfHeusler alloy which increases at a significantly higher rate.
There is essentially no available experimental data for the ductility of Heusler alloys, and extremely little information on fracture toughness or malleability. The small amount of experimental results that are present indicate that Heusler alloys are brittle even up to elevated temperatures. There are also several methods that have been devised to predict ductile versus brittle behavior from elastic properties, the most common of which is Pugh's criteria, which is originally intended to approximate malleability. It is important to note that Pugh's criteria is a comparison of a single crystal's ease of plastic shear versus fracture [93] and that the criteria is a proportionality which applies within a single crystal structure for a single burger's vector. In other words, the ratio of lattice parameter to burger's vector is constant. This approach can only be effective in comparing Heusler alloys if the same assumptions can be used, which appears to be the case for at least those purely stoichiometric Heusler alloys of identical structure or type.
One of the main assumptions in existing DFT predictions for ductility is the lack of any crystal plasticity or incorporation of dislocations, though some experimental work to characterize dislocations in these materials has been completed. Strutt, et. al. [95] observed the preferred burger's vector for creep in Ni 2 AlTi Heusler alloys is a 0 <110>, which was contrary to the a 0 <100> dislocations coupled with anti-phase boundaries (APB) that have been observed in Ni2AlTi containing NiAl materials. It is proposed that the preference of a 0 <110> slip in Heusler alloys, compared to NiAl, which prefers a 0 <100> in creep, is due to the necessary dissociation of a 0 <100> dislocations and formation of APB's in the Heusler alloy. Since the energy of the APB is likely a significant driving force for preference of a given slip system in Heusler alloys and is not accounted for in Pugh's criteria, such comparisons between Heusler sub-classes, or even individual alloys, may only be minimally effective. As can be seen in Fig. 22 , the fracture toughness of Heusler alloys tends to fall below that of metals and on the high end of ceramics. The estimate for ductility in Fig. 22 is based on Pugh's criteria, with the 1.75 threshold being centered on 0.01 elongation on the y-axis. The minimum Pugh's criteria value for Heusler alloys is assumed to extend to 0.001 and the maximum value is assumed to extend to 0.1. Based on this assumption for ductility, Heusler alloys are in the range of more ductile ceramics and less ductile metals.
Conclusions
Heusler alloys consist of a series of materials with a wide range of magnetic and electrical properties and have garnered a significant amount of interest in recent years. One remaining barrier to commercialization of these materials is a lack of understanding of their mechanical properties, which limits the available manufacturing methods as well as the ability to survive potential operating environments. There is some available data for the hardness and elastic moduli of Half-Heusler alloys, but similar data does not exist for other classes of Heusler alloys and the data that is available does not provide a clear enough picture of mechanical performance to enable effective design of a product. Other properties such as strength, fracture toughness, or ductility have not been explored experimentally. A robust understanding of these properties in both manufacturing environments as well as operating environments is needed to ensure predictable yield and service life of Heusler alloys.
While a lack of experimental data exists, a multitude of studies have attempted to draw conclusions about mechanical properties through DFT simulations. Without experimental validation, many of these studies are proposing fundamental relationships which may not drive valid conclusions. For example, Y element electronegativity is proposed to correlate to ductility and elastic constants are proposed to govern ductile versus brittle behavior. Development of mechanical property data is critical to correctly bounding the application of atomistic modeling results and preventing the potential for widespread use of potentially misleading conclusions.
Knowledge of several properties would provide significant benefit to the commercialization of Heusler alloys. Fracture toughness values would provide the ability to gauge cycles to failure for alloys with properties such as magnetic shape memory, giant magnetocaloric effect, and thermoelectric behavior while also giving insight into the single cycle behavior for a variety of other applications. Similarly, stress-strain relationships in both compression and tension can be of value for determining critical loading limits and factors of safety or flow stress for manufacturing purposes and can form the basis for a wide variety of temperature or strain rate effects. These and other potential properties of value should be investigated within the context of the magnetic properties of interest to ensure that the operational function of any device is not compromised by unexpected mechanical loading or damage. As the properties of these materials are more clearly understood, new areas of research into methods of optimizing Heusler alloys will likely become important.
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